Hakka Finance is a decentralized financial ecosystem with remarkable DeFi products administered by governance token: HAKKA. By distributing HAKKA directly into the hands of users and the community, an increasingly large ecosystem will be incentivized to upgrade the protocol and collectively lead the protocol into the future under excellent governance.

**TOKEN USAGE**

HAKKA is the protocol token that empowers community governance of the Hakka Finance, an ecosystem of marvelous DeFi products.

**GOVERNANCE**

HAKKA token holders are bestowed upon rights to (delegate) debate, propose, and vote on all changes to the protocol.

HAKKA is more than a governance token. Although discouraged, users of HAKKA are ultimately able to “rage quit” — holders can burn their token and draw funds from the vault proportionally at their discretion.

**TOKEN METRICS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>PLATFORM</th>
<th>INITIAL SUPPLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAKKA Finance</td>
<td>ERC20</td>
<td>HAKKA</td>
<td>Ethereum</td>
<td>2,147,483,647</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOKEN ADDRESS** 0x0E29e5AbbB5FD88e28b2d355774e73BD47dE3bcd

**INTRO**

Hakka Finance is a decentralized financial ecosystem with remarkable DeFi products administered by governance token: HAKKA. By distributing HAKKA directly into the hands of users and the community, an increasingly large ecosystem will be incentivized to upgrade the protocol and collectively lead the protocol into the future under excellent governance.